Students may choose to write a dissertation of between 6,000-10,000 words in place of a paper for Part IIB. For many students the opportunity to study a topic of their choosing in depth is the most rewarding part of the Tripos as it provides a chance to develop new skills and show your work in a more original and polished way. For some, it provides evidence of their potential to future employers; for others, having one less three-hour exam to revise for and sit is also a big attraction.

A topic for the dissertation will need to be chosen, and a suitable supervisor for that particular topic should be approached, before the end of the Part IIA year. Students should consult with Directors of Studies when making these decisions. The area identified might arise from a paper already taken or might relate to an area of interest within the Department; sometimes students choose a dissertation topic that relates to a long-standing interest (for instance a charity or social movement), or is relevant to their career aspirations. To help students to choose a topic and supervisor, the Department has a list of staff together with a brief account of their research interests on its website: http://www.sociology.cam.ac.uk/

It is important to talk to potential supervisors in good time, since a critical part of a successful dissertation process is identifying a viable topic. One element to the art of succeeding with a dissertation lies in choosing the right kind of question. This should be sufficiently arresting to make someone want to write up to 10,000 words in answer to it, but not so demanding that you will only be able to scrape the surface. It should equally be sufficiently compelling to keep you interested in providing the answer.

Students should, at a minimum, begin thinking about their dissertation and do some preliminary reading in the summer vacation preceding their final year. They should also consider whether some time during the vacation should be used for collecting data or undertaking other relevant fieldwork.

By October of your final year you will need to complete the ‘Title Application’ form found on the Department of Sociology website and send it by e-mail to your Director of Studies. If you want to make a start on your dissertation before this (which is recommended) you should submit this form in the previous Easter term.

http://www.sociology.cam.ac.uk/undergraduates/current-undergraduates/part-iib

Your DoS must submit the completed form to the Department of Sociology by the end of the second full week of the Michaelmas term (i.e. mid-October). The form will only be accepted when submitted by a Director of Studies.

To avoid adversely affecting your performance on other papers you should start preparing your dissertation in good time, and plan your dissertation work so that it does not detract from your
supervision work on your other three papers. This planning of a timetable is best done in association with your dissertation supervisor.

The focus of the dissertation may change as you delve further into it. You therefore have the opportunity to change your dissertation title up to Lent Term. If this does happen, by the February you should have submitted a formal request for a title change to the Undergraduate Secretary for the Department of Sociology. More radical changes may require a re-submission of your research ethics and risk assessment form.

Dissertations for sociology do not have to contain original empirical research, but often will, since they should draw on a wide range of sources and/or primary material, which may include first-hand observations, experiments, interviews, statistical data or archive holdings. Examples of good dissertations from previous years can be borrowed from Odette Rogers in the Sociology office.

Research Methods

Students will need to display a knowledge of the sociological literature on methodology to demonstrate that they have chosen an appropriate research method (or methods) for their dissertation, and are aware of the strengths and limitations of the method(s) that they use. There are no restrictions on the research methods that students can use in their dissertations as long as they are good sociology, ethical and the risks involved are acceptable.

The department provides research methods workshops starting in Michaelmas to help students plan their dissertations and to develop suitable methodologies.

Good research projects often consist of the use of more than one research method, for instance a qualitative and a quantitative method. Whilst that is to be commended, experience suggests that, within the temporal and resource constraints of undergraduate dissertations, students are often better off doing one method well rather than over-stretching themselves and employing methods to a lower standard.

Quantitative Dissertations

As stated above, students can employ qualitative or quantitative methods as appropriate. It is hoped that a number of students will use quantitative methods. Students intending to write a dissertation which will make use of secondary data should look at the website of the Cambridge Undergraduate Quantitative Methods Centre (http://www.cuqm.cshss.cam.ac.uk), which contains links to several useful sources of data. The website also has a video recording of a presentation which was given by the UK Data Service in 2015, outlining their key resources and demonstrating their online tools and search facilities. In addition to individual supervision, classes can be provided to assist students with the analysis of data.

Students are also welcome to make use of The Statistics Clinic, based in the Statistical Laboratory at the Centre for Mathematical Sciences. The statistical laboratory offers a free, walk-in statistical consulting service to members of the university, regardless of their field. The website contains more details: http://www.statslab.cam.ac.uk/clinic/
Expense

The department does not have any funds for students’ dissertations. However, some students have, in the past, obtained generous funding from their colleges for dissertation-related expenses, such as travel. Your college Tutor or DoS should be able to advise.

Teamwork

Students can collaborate in their dissertations, for instance in collecting data together, but their final reports must be written separately, and acknowledge the collaboration. In some cases in the past, students have collaborated with organisations such as charities, companies or political groups. Again, this is fine, but their contribution must be acknowledged.

Supervision of Dissertations

Students can expect to receive approximately six supervisions for their dissertation. Please note that supervisors might only be available to meet during term. Supervisors will read draft chapters once and a draft of the whole dissertation once and will also provide written comments. They will not, however, read revised drafts of the dissertation. Supervisors will advise on readings where they can, but students should not expect supervisors to provide a comprehensive reading list. The readings should reflect some independent initiative on behalf of the student.

Ethical Approval for Dissertations

If your dissertation field work involves human participants, you will need to apply for Ethical Approval. If you are unsure about whether or not your research requires ethical approval, please consult with your supervisor.

The Sociology Ethics Committee’s remit is to ensure that research conducted in the Department conforms (a) with the ethical standards established by the discipline’s professional bodies and in the academic profession as a whole, and (b) with legal provisions and responsibilities, especially those governing universities. The Sociology Ethical Approval and Risk Assessment Form must be completed and approved before research is undertaken. Please see the Department of Sociology’s website for more information and a copy of the ethical approval form:

http://www.sociology.cam.ac.uk/undergraduates/current-undergraduates/part-iib

Word Limit

Students and supervisors should note that the dissertation must be between 6,000 and 10,000 words. There is no leeway and students exceeding the 10,000 word limit will be penalised. The word limit must be written on the coversheet for your dissertation at submission and the Faculty will
carry out checks. In recent years some essays and dissertations have had marks deducted because they were over the word limit.

The word count will include all preliminary matter (e.g. title, acknowledgements), footnotes and endnotes, but NOT the bibliography. Tables will be counted according to content. This means that the main text, captions, table of contents, footnotes, endnotes and all prefatory material at the start of the essay will be counted. Numerical tables, graphs or figures (for example, reports of statistical data) will be counted at a fixed rate of 150 words per table. Non-numerical tables, graphs or figures (for example, comparison tables showing attributes of various groups) will be counted per word, and all of the table will be counted. You do not need to include consent/debriefing forms in your word count.

As a general rule, any content that the Examiners must read in order to assess your work, should be included in the main body and not in an appendix; overuse of appendices may be penalised if it impairs the understanding of your work.

Important: You will also be penalised if your dissertation word count is less than 6000 words.

Recommended Layout

- Font: Use 12-point font and double-spacing for the text and 11-point and single spacing for footnotes, lengthy inset quotations, notes and bibliographies
- Margins: Allow approximately 3.5 cm on the left side of the page for binding, with other margins of at least 2.2 cm
- Pagination: Print on both sides of the page, and number the pages serially from the second page
- Abbreviations: At the first mention give the full name and its acronym or abbreviation in brackets. It is often useful to include a list of acronyms and abbreviations that you use.
- Contents: A table of contents should be presented, and normally appears between the abstract page and the statement of acknowledgements
- Sections: Dissertations will normally have sections and separate chapters (these do not have to start on a separate page).
- Acknowledgements: Any statement of acknowledgements should appear between the contents page and the start of the examinable text
- All work should be proofread; examiners will penalise work with many grammatical or typographical errors

References and Bibliographies

Some word processing programmes (eg Endnote for later versions of Microsoft Word or Mendeley) format references automatically from a bibliographical database in a variety of accepted conventions. These can be extremely useful, particularly if you update your database each time you read new material. Be consistent throughout in the convention that you adopt (e.g. ‘author-date’ citations in the text, with a bibliography at the end of the work).
Make sure your referencing is complete: for journal articles etc. the author, the title of the article, the name of the journal, the volume number, the year and the pages (and where page numbering starts with each issue, the issue number also). For example:


For books and book sections, the editor(s) as well the author(s), the title of the book, the place of publication, the publisher and the year. For example:


If you use sources other than books or journal articles, make sure to say what these are. For sources obtained from the web etc., give the access address as well as date accessed.

**Plagiarism or unfair practice**

Concerns about plagiarism are taken very seriously and students should ensure that they are familiar with the Faculty’s guidance (available in your handbook and current student webpages: [http://www.hsps.cam.ac.uk/current-students/course-materials/c-m-files/plagiarism](http://www.hsps.cam.ac.uk/current-students/course-materials/c-m-files/plagiarism)). Cases of suspected unfair practice including plagiarism, potential data fabrication or breaches of ethical research practice will be investigated by the Chair of Part II Examiners on a case-by-case basis. This investigatory meeting may involve your examiners, supervisor, College Tutor(s) and the University Proctors. Following the investigatory meeting, the Chair may recommend that penalties be applied to the final mark. All penalties to be applied will be agreed at the final Examiners’ meeting. Students should read the University’s Statement on Plagiarism at [www.cam.ac.uk/plagiarism](http://www.cam.ac.uk/plagiarism).

**Deadlines**

- The deadline for submitting the dissertation titles form is the second Friday of Michaelmas term
  (see information on p.1 about the process of submitting your dissertation title)
- Changes to titles must be submitted no later than the division of Lent term (mid-February)
- The completed dissertation must be submitted on the second Friday of Easter term, by 12 noon
Submission and Late Submission

Electronic versions should be sent to enquiries@sociology.cam.ac.uk and TWO hard copies need to be handed in at the Department of Sociology office, Free School Lane

All work must be submitted by 12 noon on the advertised deadline. Both the hard copies and electronic copy must be received by 12 noon in order for the work to be considered as “submitted”. Unless the student has been granted an extension, any work submitted after 12.00 noon will incur a penalty as follows:

- 1 point per hour or part thereof – up to 3 points (1 point per the first hour, another point for the second hour, and a third point for any further delay up to 12 noon the next day)
- Next 10 days or part of thereof – 3 points per day
- Any work submitted after 10 days is marked 0
- Electronic submission is mandatory
- Both the electronic and the hard copy need to be submitted by the deadline and have to be identical. If submission falls on weekend or holidays, the submission of electronic copy is taken as relevant for application of the penalties. Hard copy then needs to be submitted at the first possible opportunity.
- Handing times are standardised as 12pm on the due date, with daily penalties applied every 24 hours from the due time.

Students who have good reason to request an extension (e.g. serious health problem, major family difficulty) should contact their College as soon as possible, as all requests must be sent from the Director of Studies or the College’s Senior Tutor to the Chair of HSPS Part IIB Sociology Examiners (Dr Monica Moreno Figueroa, mm2051@cam.ac.uk) copied to the undergraduate secretary: Odette Rogers, ohmr3@cam.ac.uk, at least 48 hours in advance of the deadline date. All requests must be accompanied by appropriate evidence.

Students should ensure that they allow appropriate time to print and present their work before the deadline. Problems with computers or printing facilities will not be accepted as reasons for late submission, and all work must be bound (stapled or in a hole-punched binder). Please avoid bulky bindings to facilitate posting of dissertations where necessary.

You should NOT include your name or college anywhere on the dissertation. The Department will supply a cover sheet, which you will need to complete and hand in with the dissertation.

Suggested Timeline

- Easter Term, 2nd year, or just after the exams – choose a question, draw up a brief account of what the dissertation would cover and start to formulate a research strategy. Secure the agreement of a supervisor. Draw up a reading list.
  ↓
- Summer vacation – conduct any preliminary research and do preliminary reading.
  ↓
- Michaelmas Term, 3rd year – Dissertation title form needs to be submitted to the Faculty
Board by your DoS. The form can be downloaded from the department website. Have the initial supervisions with the chosen supervisor and draw up a dissertation plan. Continue to undertake primary data collection (if applicable), and write introductory sections.

- Christmas vacation – aim to complete primary data collection (if applicable), and start to write the final sections of the dissertation.

- Lent Term – Supervision/s to discuss the draft. Any changes to the title will need to be submitted to the Undergraduate Secretary in February. Aim to complete a full draft of the dissertation by the end of term.

- Easter vacation – Refine the dissertation. Check the referencing and bibliography. Make sure the conclusion is supported by the arguments and evidence presented. Ensure you are within the word limit.

- Easter Term – final supervision to make sure the full draft is in a good condition. Proof read the dissertation.
Marking and Assessment Criteria (from 2016-17)

The examiners mark dissertations mindful of the fact that, for most students, this is their first attempt at a research project, and are appropriately lenient when things don’t go according to plan. In previous years the average mark for dissertations has tended to be higher than for examinations, reflecting the commitment most students have to their dissertations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mark</th>
<th>Quality of Answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>80+</td>
<td>Identifies a clear question and states its importance cogently; shows a very clear understanding of a wide range of material relevant to that question; develops an original argument based on research or theoretical innovation or synthesis that is very well supported by evidence and/or texts, displaying a very high degree of insight; impeccable accuracy; faultlessly written and presented, and meticulously referenced. To fall into this range, a dissertation has to display all of these qualities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70-79</td>
<td>Identifies a clear question; shows a very good understanding of a wide range of material relevant to that question; develops an intelligent and persuasive argument based on research or theoretical innovation or synthesis that is well supported by evidence and/or texts, displaying clear indications of insight and/or originality; a high level of accuracy; well written and presented and meticulously referenced. To fall into this range, a dissertation has to display all of these qualities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60-69</td>
<td>Identifies a clear question; shows a good understanding of a wide range of material relevant to that question; develops a clear argument that is generally based on research, or theoretical analysis or synthesis and supported by evidence and/or texts; a good level of accuracy; well written and presented; well referenced. To fall into this range, a dissertation has to display all of these qualities and should not show decisively any of the weaknesses listed under the criteria for a lower second. Dissertations where there is some evidence of the negative qualities listed under the criteria for 50-59 will receive a mark between 60 and 64.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-59</td>
<td>Identifies a question and generally pursues it through the dissertation but is weak in at least one of the following respects: clarity of the question posed; degree of understanding of relevant material; coherence of the overall argument or the absence of one; accuracy; the support of the evidence and/or texts for the conclusions drawn; writing, presentation and bibliographical material. To fall into this range, a dissertation has to display both positive qualities. Dissertations that are in whole or in part not well written or presented will receive a mark in this range regardless of their positive qualities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Score</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-49</td>
<td>A clear subject and some attempt to develop a piece of work over the length of the dissertation but either lacking a question or extremely weak in at least one of the following other respects: degree of understanding of relevant material; coherence of the overall argument or the absence of one; accuracy; the support of the evidence and/or texts for the conclusions drawn; writing, presentation and bibliographical material for a significant part of the essay. To fall into this range, a dissertation has to display both positive qualities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21-39</td>
<td>A stated subject for study and a discernible attempt to offer a discussion of that subject over the length of the dissertation but either a dissertation that is poorly written, or poorly structured for the length of the dissertation, or makes a large number of mistakes of fact, or demonstrates acute failures of understanding.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-20</td>
<td>A dissertation that either shows a complete failure of understanding of the subject, or that is radically incomplete.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>No dissertation submitted or a dissertation submitted more than a week after the deadline.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Prizes**

**CUQM/SAGE Quantitative Dissertation Prize**

The prize of £50 worth of books from Sage Publishers is awarded to the best dissertation to have employed quantitative methods and analysis. The prize is open to dissertations from the departments of HSPS, Land Economy, Geography, Education, Linguistics and History.
Useful References (see also SOC5 reading list)


Bell, J. Doing your research project: A guide for first-time researchers in Education, Health and Social Science (4th Edn), Milton Keynes: Open University Press


Czarniawska, B. (2014), Social Science Research: From Field to Desk, London: Sage


McQueen, R. (2001), Research Methods for Social Science: An Introduction, Harlow: Pearson Education


The following website is also very useful for all aspects of undergraduate dissertations. http://www.socscidiss.bham.ac.uk/
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